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Water, Sovereignty and Borders in Asia and Oceania Springer
This text compares the flexibility of employment in retail banking in Britain and France. It discusses
temporary work, subcontracting and part-time work, and also the societal issues affecting women's
role in the workforce.
Social Science and Social Policy CRC Press
If handbooks can be inspiring, this is it! Like a true companion, it takes in its stride conversations both big and
small. Its entries do not just present an international and multidisciplinary mix, but true to life they work on
several different scales. And, importantly, the book makes its authority evident. For it is like an extended website,
but with all the added advantages of an encyclopaedia that actually tells you about the authors and the sources on
which they have drawn. The resulting compilation is highly intelligent, thoughtful and above all usable. Dame
Marilyn Strathern, University of Cambridge, UK The Elgar Companion to Development Studies is a major
production in the development studies field, authored by a star-studded cast of contributors. With 136 entries
covering a vast range of topics, it should quickly establish itself as a leading work of reference. We should all feel
indebted to David Clark, who has successfully brought this substantial publishing project to completion. John
Toye, University of Oxford, UK This is a most comprehensive handbook on development studies. It brings
together a wide, varied array of carefully crafted summaries of 136 key topics in development by an international
cast of well-respected academics and other experts in respective areas of study. The handbook is heavily
interdisciplinary, organically combining economic, political, historical, social, cultural, institutional, ethical, and
human aspects of development. While the wide range of entries might appear as a simple glossary listing or an
encyclopedic collection, each of the 136 entries offers more depth and discussion than the average handbook. . . .
Viewed in this light, this companion is highly likely to become known as a leading reference work on the topic.
Highly recommended. Ismael Hossein-Zadeh, Choice The Elgar Companion to Development Studies is an
innovative and unique reference book that includes original contributions covering development economics as
well as development studies broadly defined. This major new Companion brings together an international panel
of experts from varying backgrounds who discuss theoretical, ethical and practical issues relating to economic,
social, cultural, institutional, political and human aspects of development in poor countries. It also includes a
selection of intellectual biographies of leading development thinkers. While the Companion is organised along the
lines of an encyclopaedia, each of its 136 entries provide more depth and discussion than the average reference
book. Its entries are also extremely diverse: they draw on different social science disciplines, incorporate various
mixes of theoretical and applied work, embrace a variety of methodologies and represent different views of the
world. The Elgar Companion to Development Studies will therefore appeal to students, scholars, researchers,
policymakers and practitioners in the filed of development as well as the interested layman.
The Korean Economic System SAGE
First published in 1986, Social Science and Social Policy addresses major
questions concerned with the social utility of social science. The book
is divided into four parts. The first part considers the place of social
science in the policy-making process and criticizes the rational model
which gives a central place to analysis. In part two, five different
methodologies for policy research are considered: the use of continuous
surveys, public opinion polls, social indicators, evaluation research and
social experimentations and the use of qualitative methods. The
advantages and drawbacks of each are considered with extensive use of
examples. In the third part, the role of theory is examined. Particular
attention is paid to the issue of health inequality. In part four,
general questions are raised about the use and abuse of social science,
including questions about how it can be most effectively disseminated to
make maximum impact. The book is aimed at a general readership and
requires no special methodological expertise. It will appeal particularly
to undergraduates and graduate students taking courses in social policy,
public policy applied sociology and a range of applied social sciences
such as criminology, health studies, education and social work.

Globalization and Development CUP Archive
Melchizedek is a mysterious figure to many people. Adopting discourse analysis and text-

linguistic approaches, Chan attempts to tackle the Melchizedek texts in Genesis 14, Psalm 110,
and Hebrews 5-7. This seminal study illustrates how the mysterious figure is understood and
interpreted by later biblical writers, "... Using the “blessing” motif as a framework, Chan also
argues that Numbers 22-24, 2 Samuel 7 and the Psalter: Books I-V (especially Psalms 1-2)
provide a reading paradigm of interpreting Psalm 110. In addition, the structure of Hebrews
provides a clue to how the author interprets the Old Testament texts.
The Japan Handbook Routledge
The field of business history has changed and grown dramatically over the last few years. There is less interest
in the traditional `company-centred' approach and more concern about the wider business context. With the
growth of multi-national corporations in the 1980s, international and inter-firm comparisons have gained in
importance. In addition, there has been a move towards improving links with mainstream economic,
financial and social history through techniques and outlook. The International Bibliography of Business
History brings all of the strands together and provides the user with a comprehensive guide to the literature in
the field. The Bibliography is a unique volume which covers the depth and breadth of research in business
history. This exhaustive volume has been compiled by a team of subject specialists from around the world
under the editorship of three prestigious business historians.
Studying Differences Between Organizations Emerald Group Publishing
The purpose of this research is to identify the categories of South Korean elementary teachers’ knowledge
for teaching mathematics. Emerging from the data collected and the subsequent analysis are five categories of
South Korean elementary teachers’ knowledge for teaching mathematics: Mathematics Curriculum
Knowledge, Mathematics Learner Knowledge, Fundamental Mathematics Conceptual Knowledge,
Mathematics Pedagogical Content Knowledge, and Mathematics Pedagogical Procedural Knowledge. The
first three categories of knowledge play a significant role in mathematics instruction as an integrated form
within Mathematics Pedagogical Content Knowledge. This study also demonstrated that Mathematics
Pedagogical Procedural Knowledge might play a pivotal role in constructing Mathematics Pedagogical
Content Knowledge. These findings are connected to results from relevant studies in terms of the significant
role of teachers’ knowledge in mathematics instruction.
Flexibility and Stability in Working Life Routledge
This book deals with the water policy and management in Canada. It discusses various problems and
risks in the fresh and drinking water supply in the second largest country in the world. Mohammed
Dore argues that water is underpriced and used wastefully in Canada. In selected case studies, he
illustrates the major threats from human activity to Canadian freshwaters and drinking water
resources, including manufacturing, mining, oil sands production, animal farming and agricultural
use. Selected case studies include reviews of even dramatic incidences, e.g. the Walkerton tragedy of
2000, when 7 people were killed and 200 went onto permanent dialysis treatment because of water
contamination with harmful pathogens. The book warns that wastewater treatment standards are
often not sufficient, so that many drinking water resources are in peril of wastewater contamination.
As most of the water resources are provincial responsibility, the book discusses the water
management policies in the different provinces separately. Through a detailed discussion and
statistical analyses, it can define water policy and management lessons that emerge from the
investigated case studies. It ends by contrasting water policy and practice in Canada with the practice
in some European countries.
Ophthalmic Epidemiology Routledge
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Social Policy for Development Taylor & Francis
'Stella Ladi has taken on a daunting set of challenges: a comparative study of policy transfer; a study of the
role of think tanks in the transfer process; and the relevance of Europeanisation to shaping the transfer
process. As such, this is an innovative book tackling increasingly important issues that cut across the fields of
public policy and international relations. It deserves to be widely read as the first systematic study of its kind -
and others will surely follow.' - Kevin Featherstone, European Institute, London School of Economics and
Political Science, UK 'Policy transfer is on the increase, fuelled by the dual processes of globalisation and
Europeanisation. Stella Ladi provides an incisive and detailed account of how policy transfer is shaping policy
developments in Europe within a rich theoretical context.' - Diane Stone, Central European University,
Hungary This significant new book presents a comparative study of the role of policy research institutes
within policy transfer, and the subsequent impact policy transfer has upon the processes of Europeanisation
and globalisation.
Architectural Technology John Wiley & Sons
This publication brings together the latest research findings in the key area of chemical process control;
including dynamic modelling and simulation - modelling and model validation for application in linear and
nonlinear model-based control: nonlinear model-based predictive control and optimization - to facilitate

constrained real-time optimization of chemical processes; statistical control techniques - major developments
in the statistical interpretation of measured data to guide future research; knowledge-based v model-based
control - the integration of theoretical aspects of control and optimization theory with more recent
developments in artificial intelligence and computer science.
Designing and Conducting Mixed Methods Research Routledge
Focusing on the formation of the Korean economic system, this book presents a fascinating and
comprehensive analysis of economic development outside of the traditional neo-classical,
developmental-state and dependency perspectives. It examines in detail the evolution of institutions
that contributed to economic growth and the formation and the workings of the economic system.
With an emphasis on the interaction between government, private institutions (Chaebol and financial
institutions) and the influence of Japan, it offers one of the most stimulating and distinctive views of
Korean economic development to date. It will be of key interest to scholars and researchers of
financial growth and development, Asian finance, and regional and heterodox economics.
Globalisation, Policy Transfer and Policy Research Institutes Edward Elgar Publishing
Providing an authoritative guide to theory and method, the key sub-disciplines and the
primary debates in contemporary sociology, this work brings together the leading authors to
reflect on the condition of the discipline.
Proceedings SAGE
Combining the latest thinking about mixed methods research designs with practical, step-by-
step guidance, the Third Edition includes coverage of two new mixed methods designs –
transformative and multiphase – as well as the newest thinking about the use of software in
the process of mixed methods analysis.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Geological Society of London
Presents a comparative analysis as a means to explain and describe organizational heterogeneity, at varying
levels and contexts. This title consists of two sections: an introductory essay section and a section that focuses
on specific theoretical, methodological and empirical topics.
Banking on Flexibility Elsevier
'Strong social policy is essential for sustainable growth. This book is an extremely useful overview of
social policy issue for policy makers and anyone who wants to understand the true roots of successful
sustainable development' - Ian Johnson, Vice President for Sustainable Development, The World
Bank 'Throughout the world issues of social development have now taken centre stage. There is no
more comprehensive and readable guide to the choices and conflicts of this global drama. This book
is essential reading for all students and practitioners of social development - and for every World
Bank economist' - David Piachaud, Professor of Social Policy, London School of Economics This
much-needed textbook fulfils a major gap in providing a complete up-to-date guide and introduction
to the increasingly important role of social policy in the context of development processes and
practice. Across a number of key sectors and areas of social policy concern, the authors accessibly
introduce and explain the main conceptual debates, the most recent policy discussions, and provide
applied examples to illustrate the latest developments in the social policy and planning field. Central
topics covered include: - poverty - rural development - urban development - education - health -
social work - social welfare - international development and cooperation. Social Policy for
Development is an essential text for all students and practitioners alike seeking a deeper
understanding of the issues of poverty, social exclusion and deprivation across social policy and
development studies internationally.
Phase II Pond Study John Benjamins Publishing
⋯ it gives me great pleasure to support the first everpublication to specifically address the area of
research, and inparticular its relationship with practice, in the discipline ofarchitectural
technology⋯not only ground breaking because itis the first book of its kind, but also because it
provides at longlast one of the accepted foundations needed to underpin theemerging academic
discipline, namely a recognised researchbase. CIAT, in supporting this publication, is aware of the
needfor books such as this to sustain the process of research informedpractice, as an aid for both
students and those practising withinthe discipline of architectural technology. Norman Wienand
MCIAT, Vice President Education, CharteredInstitute of Architectural Technologists Architectural
technology is the realisation of architecturethrough the application of building science, forming
theconstructive link between the abstract and the physical. Architectural Technology: research and
practice demonstratesthe importance of research in architectural technology and aims tostimulate
further research and debate by enlightening, informingand challenging readers. Chapter authors
address the interplay between research andpractice in the field of architectural technology,
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examining theinfluence of political, economic, social, environmental andtechnological issues. The
focus throughout is on creatingsustainable buildings that are constructed economically andfunction
effectively and efficiently within their service lifecycle. The book’s mix of chapters and case studies
bring togethera number of different themes and provides invaluable insights intothe world of research
from the perspective of those working withinthe architectural technology field - practitioners,
academics andstudents. The underlying message is that architectural technologyis not just a
profession; it is a way of thinking and a way ofacting. This is highlighted by contributions from
architects andarchitectural technologists passionate about architecturaltechnology as a field of
knowledge. Contributions range from thetheoretical and polemic to the pragmatic and applied,
furtherhelping to demonstrate the richness of the field. About the Editor Stephen Emmitt is Professor
ofArchitectural Technology at Loughborough University UK and VisitingProfessor of Innovation
Sciences at Halmstad University, Sweden anda member of CIAT’s Research Group.
Geothermal Energy Update Copyright Office, Library of Congress
This book restores water, both fresh and salt, to its central position in human endeavour, ecology and
environment. Water access and the environmental and social problems of development are major
issues of concern in this century. Drawing on water's many formations in debating human
relationship with a major source of life and a major factor in contemporary politics, this book covers
oceans and rivers to lagoons, billabongs and estuaries in Asia, Oceania and the West Pacific. In an
interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary analysis of the water problem, the contributors address the
physical descriptors of water and water flow, and they interrogate the politicised administrations of
water in closely corresponding regions. Water, Sovereignty and Borders in Asia and Oceania
identifies new discursive possibilities for thinking about water in theory and in practice. It presents
those discourses that seem most useful in addressing the multiple crises the region is facing and thus
should be of interest to scholars of Asian Studies, Geography, Environmental and Cultural Studies.
The Japanese Economy: Technology, foreign investment and competition policies Routledge
This book offers a systematic linguistic critique of language development studies since the 1960s. It
uses systemic theory to explain and interpret the development of child language, with discussions and
illustrative texts to explicate the analysis. Painter provides a rich source of data for child language
researchers in all fields, and aims to make a systematic theory more accessible to those interested in
the ideas put forward by M.A.K. Halliday in his writings on language development.
Into the Mother Tongue SAGE Publications
The ideas that mark modern-day pragmatics are old, but did not start to get more systematically developed
until the 1960s and 1970s. Still, the very recognition of pragmatics as a self-standing academic discipline is a
product of the 1980s, not least made possible by the establishment of the International Pragmatics
Association. One scholar in particular has devoted his life both to IPrA and to the discipline. This volume
pays homage to Jef Verschueren on the occasion of his 60th birthday. It celebrates him for his long-standing
dedication as Secretary General of IPrA and for his scholarly contributions to the field. We owe to Jef
Verschueren the insight that the processes through which language users (do or do not) achieve
understanding among each other in communication can only be fully comprehended if approached from a
pragmatic perspective, i.e. if understanding is pragmaticized. The chapters in this book are written by
scholars who, like Jef Verschueren, have played a key role in the genesis and development of the field, and
who still actively contribute to its advancement today. Each author looks back, evaluates the present, and
takes on new challenges.
Culture, Control and Commitment Orange County Dual Mode Planning Case Study:
MethodologyAdvanced Control of Chemical Processes 1994
Among a vast literature on the Asian economies, the book proposes a distinctive approach,
inspired by Régulation Theory, in order to understand the current transformations of the
Asian economies. The book follows their transformations after the 1997 Asian crisis until the
subprime crisis. During this period, the viability of their growth regime was to coherence of
five basic institutional forms: the degree of competition and insertion into the world economy,
the nature of labour market organization, the monetary and exchange rate regimes and
finally the style for State intervention via legislation, public spending and tax. The book
provides new findings. The degree of financial liberalization and opening to the world
economy largely determines the severity of the 2008-2009 recession and the political-
economic reactions of each Asian countries to the subprime crisis. Asian capitalisms are
distinct from American and European ones, but they are quite diverse among themselves, and
this differentiation has been widening during the last decade. This book will help to shed light
on a de facto regional economic integration is taking place in Asia, but unsolved past political
conflicts do hinder the institutionalisation of these interdependencies.
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